Answers

Challenge 1:
1. headword 6. other forms
2. catch words 7. label
3. word class 8. example sentence
4. pronunciation 9. alphabet
5. definition

Super Challenge 1:
1. observe to officer
2. any three of: official, ok, okay, old, old-fashioned, online, only, opaque, open.
3. odd (sense 2)
4. eight
5. e.g. cake, make, bake, fake, sake, lake, rake, take, wake
6. oceans
7. as fuel; to make machines work more smoothly; in cooking
8. occupies, occupying, occupied
9. swimming

Challenge 2:
1. dolphin 5. rainbow
2. hat 6. smoke
3. hockey 7. snowflake
4. magnify 8. think

Super Challenge 2:
1. large 5. late
2. larva 6. lately
3. laser 7. laugh
4. last 8. launch

Crazy calendar:
April, August, December, February, January, March, May, November, July, June, October, September

Challenge 3:
1. folder, paper 4. shadow, light
2. recipe, cook 5. pizza, tomatoes
3. compass, needle 6. heart, blood

Super Challenge 3:
1. horses 6. they can sting you
2. they have thick fur 7. in a special pouch in the front of its body
3. in water 8. to help them swim
4. sleep 9. inside the shells of some oysters
5. a gander 10. black and white

Challenge 4:
1. computer - computers
   poem – poems
   donkey – donkeys
   bus – buses
   lolly – lollies
   pirate – pirates
   leaf – leaves
   fox – foxes
   thief – thieves
   turkey – turkeys
   half – halves
   dish – dishes
   sandwich – sandwiches
   monkey – monkeys
   koala – koalas
   memory – memories
   toe – toes
   diary – diaries

Super Challenge 4:
1. 1. a team of footballers
2. a pack of cards
3. a bunch of flowers
4. an army of soldiers
5. a network of computers
6. a series of television shows
7. a forest of trees
8. an orchestra of musicians
9. a class of pupils
10. an album of photographs

Challenge 5:
1. explode, cling, lift, hurt, shine, cook, drain, bite, improve
2. 1. eating
2. thought
3. reads
4. went
5. living
Super Challenge 5:
1. pick - picked  count - counted  jog - jogged  bring - brought  peel - peeled
2. count - counted
3. jog - jogged
4. bring - brought
5. peel - peeled

Challenge 6:
The pairs of opposites are:
- open, close  dirty, clean
- arrive, depart  thin, fat
- kind, unkind  happy, sad
- fall, rise  shallow, deep
- hot, cold  early, late

Challenge 7:
1. ankle  4. nostrils
2. forehead  5. elbow
3. stomach  6. fingers

Challenge 8:
- butterfly, grandparent,
  daydream, playground,
  suitcase, sunglasses,
  basketball, bedroom,
  padlock, hovercraft

Challenge 9:
1. 2 + 3 = 5
2. 12 – 1 = 11
3. 2 x 5 = 10
4. 6 + 3 = 9
5. 6 ÷ 3 = 2
6. 2 - 2 = 0

Challenge 10:
1. hat, cat  marry, carry
  manner, spanner
  receive, deceive
  harm, calm
  frog, log
  seven, heaven
  remember, September
  art, heart
  beak, leak

Super Challenge 7:
1. dislike, 2. anticlockwise
3. misbehave
4. uncomfortable
5. impossible
6. incorrect